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Current export markets

  Belgium         Czech
Republic       

  Denmark         Estonia      

  Finland         France         Germany         Italy       
  Latvia         Netherlands         Norway       

  Sweden       

  Switzerland       
  United

Kingdom       
  United States of

America       
  China       

  Japan       

Description

MARCH is new concept + new technology + new material = new gift item! Our products are available across
the world, including all countries in Europe, the USA and Japan, especially beloved in Scandinavian countries.
MARCH offers unique gift items which vary from world-famous reflective badges, outstanding-looking tote bags
and backpacks, writable and reflective apparel, extraordinary lollypops & t-spoons, and other surprising
products. The brand is famous for its well-developed, multifunctional reflective products range. MARCH
products have patents and are 100% original, made in Lithuania (EU).

Business Line

t-shirt, sweatshirt, bag, reflective badge, reflector, tablecloth, mirror, lollipop, wrapping paper, reflective
buttons, tea



List of products

MARCH product range vary from life saving reflectors to hand made lollipops. Writable t-shirts and sweatshirts
are made to express your emotions and creativity. Reflective badges are used for safety on the road, make
you visible at night and do not ruin your outfit. Hand made lollipops -"Jollypops" are unique and carefully made
with loving hands. It just takes you back to childhood. As well as "T-Spoons" a genius invention of 3-in-1 tea:
wooden spoon + yummy herbs + sweetness. Just dip in hot water and enjoy a spoonful of natural herbal tea!
This special cloth which looks like a paper is washable and almost impossible to tear apart. After a dinner just
put this tablecloth into the washing machine and re-use it straight away. It dries in a minute! Tie-free elastic
shoelaces LAST KNOT enables you to step in&out of a shoe with a knot in place and makes any shoe a more
comfortable shoe. Magnetic mirror placed next to your door will help you not to forget important stuff at home.
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